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A Family-Run Law Firm
 Fighting For The Injured






We have a reputation for being fierce, winning and putting our clients first. For more than six decades, the Bruno personal injury law firm has served the people of New Orleans and Louisiana with unsurpassed passion, skill and success.




Schedule Your Free Consultation

















Our approach and experience has helped recover millions of dollars for clients over hundreds of trials.












Protecting Clients In A Range Of Accident And Injury Claims












Auto Accidents

We help clients injured in car, truck, motorcycle, pedestrian, pedicab and other motor vehicle accidents. Our attorneys focus on finding the causes of accidents and getting our clients full compensation for their losses.













Class Actions

We have handled numerous class-action claims over the years, including BP oil spill and Chinese drywall litigation.













Maritime Law

We help clients harmed on navigable waters by the negligence of a third party.


















Medical Malpractice

When doctors and other medical professionals harm patients by acting negligently, our attorneys bring legal claims against them to help our clients receive the full measure of compensation available.













Defective Drugs 

We help clients injured in car, truck, motorcycle, pedestrian, pedicab and other motor vehicle accidents. Our attorneys focus on finding the causes of accidents and getting our clients full compensation for their losses.













Premises Liability

From slip-and-fall accidents to trip-and-fall accidents, we hold negligent property owners accountable.

















Let Our Family Fight for Yours






Bruno & Bruno is the life’s work of three generations of the Bruno family. Our team is practical, close-knit and tenacious. We approach each case with the utmost sincerity and care. We have deep roots in New Orleans and Louisiana and are committed to serving our community, both as lawyers and as citizens.

In the aftermath of an accident, injury or wrongdoing, we fight to protect your legal rights. We act aggressively to get you the compensation you deserve. Learn more about our law firm’s history.













Case Results











$500,000
Premises Liability
-Lacuria














$1,500,000
Fema Trailer Explosion
-Tapp














$900,000
Motorcycle Accident
-Rosier et














$800,000
Maritime
-Robertson














$1,300,000
Motorcycle Accident
-Hadley et














$1,280,000
Auto Accident
-Bridges

















Client- and Results-Focused
 Representation After An Accident






We help people who have been injured by another’s wrongdoing and negligence. We focus on car accidents, wrongful death claims, medical malpractice, insurance litigation, premises litigation and maritime law, as well as class action cases and commercial law. Our team fights relentlessly to protect the best interests of our clients and recover the greatest possible compensation.




Meet the attorneys of Bruno & Bruno.











Let Our Family Help Your Family:
A Family-Run Firm Since 1950
















Joseph M. Bruno Sr.















Stephen P. Bruno















Joseph M. Bruno Jr.














Email for a Response













Leveraging The Law To Tell Your Story






We do not practice law like the personal injury firms you see on TV. We never value quantity over quality. Our team brings together a high-powered group of exceptional legal minds, but we never forget that we are also fathers, sons, mothers, daughters and citizens. We immerse ourselves in the human story of every single client. As our client, you get a responsive, dedicated partner and a resourceful advocate in the legal system. Discover what sets us apart.













For immediate help with your case, call 800-966-1335 to discuss your case with one of our lawyers. Our offices are conveniently located in New Orleans and Covington.









 














Schedule A Free Case Consultation





























Contact Us















New Orleans Office

855 Baronne Street
New Orleans, LA 70113




 







New Orleans Office
















Phone






 







Local: 504-525-1335
Toll Free: 800-966-1335
Fax: 504-581-1493
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